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Compatible with the latest browsers; Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Opera and Internet Explorer 9 and above



To start the process, Noel Leeming will invite you to use The Warehouse Group Supplier

Electronic Portal and will send you the link to the website where you can register online.

Complete the form and submit.
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Once your registration is approved you will receive an email providing you with your login details.

For security reasons, you should login within 5 days to activate your account.
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Once activated, Noel Leeming will send orders intended for you to the Portal. 

When an order for you is received by the Portal, the Portal will send you a notification via email.

The PO Number is in the Email subject and the URL to access your PO is provided.
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You access your orders by logging into the Portal.
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On login, you will be presented with a PO summary screen that lists all your orders sorted by order date.  

The right hand column indicates the current status of the Purchase order (PO)

This list can be sorted and filtered using the search and status drop down filter.
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You can select the ‘Active POs Only’ checkbox which can be used to view the POs which were raised within 

the last 30 days.

These are the orders which are not cancelled or have not been invoiced completely.
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At this point you can elect to export the order as a CSV to another system or export it as a PDF.

Simply select the order via the tick box in the first column and then select the appropriate button.
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This is an example of a Purchase Order (PO) PDF
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This is an example of a Purchase Order (PO) CSV
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The Warehouse Supplier Electronic Portal

Supports the following two Order ‘Delivery’ Types

• SP (Single Point – delivery to one NLG store)

• MP (Multi Point – delivery to multiple NLG stores)
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Single Point Orders
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You can view the details of a single point order and perform further actions on it by selecting the PO 

Number which will take you to the Order Details screen.

Single point orders are post-fixed with “– SP”.
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This is the Order Details screen for a Single Point order which is delivered to a single Noel Leeming store.

Where there are arrows available in the portal, the tables can be sorted by clicking on the arrows.

Notes for suppliers can be displayed in full by clicking on the hyperlink.

The Noel Leeming delivery date rules can be displayed by clicking on the        info image.
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You can view the Buyer’s details by clicking on the Buyer’s initials.

You can view the Portal Terms of Trade for Noel Leeming by clicking on the Terms of Trade link in the footer.
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From here you can generate a Picking List
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Picking list for a Single Point Order.  

You can generate a PDF of the picking list if required.  

You can go back to the Purchase Order Details screen by using the hyperlink.
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This is an example of a single point Pick List PDF
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From here you can create a request for change for the PO details if required.
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Following a discussion with the buyer, from the Change Request screen you can update the quantities ordered and the 

cost prices as required.  Additional notes can be added for the buyer.

All changes will be emailed to the appropriate buyer for that line.  Each buyer will only receive details of lines that have 

changed that are relevant to them.  You will receive a copy of the email.
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Tick the box at the end of the line you wish to update.

This will display a copy of that line with text boxes for the quantity ordered and cost price.

Update these values as necessary.

Additional notes can be added.  These will be included in the email that is sent to the Buyers impacted by 

the changes.  

To cancel a line tick the box at the far right of the line.

This will automatically update the quantity ordered to 0.
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Enter your changes and any additional notes
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Once your updates have been entered click on Email Change Request.

This will email the buyer with your requested changes.  You will receive a copy of the email for your reference.

Noel Leeming will update their PO to match, if there are issues the buyer will contact you.
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Once a Change Request has been emailed, the portal will use the updated values as the current version of the PO.

The status of the PO has been updated and the changed lines will be highlighted as shown. The original lines are shown for 

reference only.
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You can print carton labels for this PO by entering the number of labels you want to print and clicking Print 

labels.
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This is an example of a Carton label.

This can be printed using your standard print options.
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Multi Point Orders
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You can view the details of a multi point order and perform further actions on it by selecting the PO Number 

which will take you to the Order Details screen.

Multi point orders are post-fixed with “– MP”.
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This is the Store Details screen for a Multi Point order which is delivered to multiple Noel Leeming stores.

Where there are arrows available in the portal, the tables can be sorted by clicking on the arrows.

Notes for suppliers can be displayed in full by clicking on the hyperlink.

The Noel Leeming delivery date rules can be displayed by clicking on the        info image.
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You can view the PO Product Summary by click on the PO Product Summary button.
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The PO Product Summary screen shows the total quantities for one item across all stores in the PO.  

This allows you to view total quantities and check stock if required.

You can view the Buyer’s details by clicking on the Buyer’s initials.

Clicking the Back to Purchase Order link takes you back to the store details.
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You can view the Pick list of the complete PO for ALL stores by clicking on the Pick list button on the store 

detail screen.
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The full Pick list screen shows the items to be picked for all stores.  

These are split per store in the table.

You can print a copy of the Pick list by clicking on the PDF button.

Clicking the Back to Order Detail link takes you back to the store details.
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This is an example of a multi point Pick List PDF.  Each store’s pick list will be on a separate page.
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From the store details you can see the overall status of the PO.

You can see the status of each individual store.

For multi point POs you will action each store separately.  To access a store’s PO details click on the store 

number link.
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This is the order details for the selected store.

You can view the Noel Leeming Terms of Trade by clicking on the Terms of Trade link in the footer.

You can also view the Pick list for this store by clicking on the Pick list button.
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Picking list for a single store for a Multi Point Order.  

You can generate a PDF of the picking list if required.  

You can go back to the Purchase Order Details screen by using the hyperlink provided.
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This is an example of a multi point Store Pick List PDF.  

ONLY the selected store will be included in this PDF.
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From here you can create a request for change for the PO details.
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Following a discussion with the buyer, from the Change Request screen you can update the quantities 

ordered and the cost prices as required.  Additional notes can be added for the buyer.

All changes will be emailed to the appropriate buyer for that line.  Each buyer will only receive details of 

lines that have changed that are relevant to them.

For Multi point POs, if you update a PRICE for one store, this will be reflected across ALL stores in the PO 

containing this item.
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Tick the box at the end of the line you wish to update.

This will display a copy of that line with text boxes for the quantity ordered and cost price.

Update these values as necessary.

Additional notes can be added.  These will be included in the email that is sent to the Buyers impacted by 

the changes.  You will also receive a copy of the Change Request email.

To cancel a line tick the box at the far right of the line.

This will automatically update the quantity ordered to 0.
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Once your updates have been entered, click on the Email Change Request button.

This will email the buyer with your requested changes.  You will receive a copy of the email for your reference.

Noel Leeming will update their PO to match, if there are issues the buyer will contact you.
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On the Store detail screen you can see the overall PO status has been updated to CHANGE REQUESTED.

Although this change request was only for one store, the price changes were updated on all stores which 

contained this item.  In this case all stores were updated.

The individual store status has also been updated to CHANGE REQUESTED.
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Once a Change Request has been emailed the portal will use the updated values as the current version of the PO.

The status of the PO has been updated and the changed lines will be highlighted as shown.  The original lines are shown 

for reference only:
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You can print carton labels for this Store by entering the number of labels you want to print and clicking 

Print labels.
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This is an example of a Carton label.

This can be printed using your standard print options.
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Create Invoice
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To create an invoice for a store click on the Create Invoice button on the order details screen.

For multi point orders an invoice will be created for each store individually.

Back orders are supported in the portal, therefore partial invoices can be created until all items are 

invoiced in full.  You are NOT allowed to oversupply.
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The values available in the create invoice screen are based on the change requested values, if one was created.

You can enter an alpha-numeric invoice number.
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You can enter the quantity to be invoiced.  This cannot be greater than the quantity ordered or the remaining 

quantity to be invoiced for that line.

The cost price can be updated if required.  Extended prices and totals will be updated based on the data entered.

Lines cancelled during a Change Request will be displayed but quantities cannot be updated.
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Once the details have been fully entered click on the Confirm and Send Invoice button.

You will be prompted to confirm you want to send the invoice.

Once confirmed this will send the invoice to Noel Leeming electronically.
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You will receive an email that confirms the invoice was sent by the portal to Noel Leeming.
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You can import your invoice/s in a CSV file using the import functionality.

Clicking on the        image displays information about the rounding rules in place on the portal.

To import a file click on Choose file, select your CSV file from the pop-up window.
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You can import an invoice for a single point order and a single store for a multi-point order.

You can also import an invoice individually or multiple invoices in a single CSV file.

The format for a single point invoice import is as follows:

The only difference to create an invoice for a store for a multi point purchase order is that the store number 

must be provided in the header line:

Header contains:
‘H’ for Header flag
PO Number
Invoice Number
Store Number – this is 0 for SP POs
Currency, e.g. NZD
Total GST Amount
Invoice Total excluding GST

Invoice Total including GST

Line Detail contains:
‘D’ for Detail flag
Quantity Invoiced
Unit of Measure – always ‘EA’
Extended amount = Quantity invoiced x Cost price’
Item Description
Barcode, Purchaser Item Code or Supplier Item Code
Cost Price
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You can also import multiple invoices in a single CSV file.

To do this add the invoice details to one CSV file and import, ensuring each line starts with H or D.

Also ensure the correct store numbers are used for MP imports, and 0 for SP imports.

Each invoice will require a unique invoice number.

Cancelled lines should not be included in the import CSV file. 
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Invoices won’t be imported until all errors have been corrected in the input file.

Errors will be displayed at the top of the screen.

Each error message contains the PO Number causing the problem, and if it is a multi point invoice, the store 

number will be displayed to help you identify the problem in the CSV file.
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Once imported successfully a message will be displayed and the values from your CSV file will be displayed on 

screen.  Check the values are correct.

If more than one invoice was imported you can scroll through them by clicking on the arrows.

If all invoices are correct click Confirm and Send Invoice.  This will send ALL invoices to Noel Leeming electronically.
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Once the invoice has been sent this message will be displayed.

This is the view invoice screen where you can check the details of the invoices sent to Noel Leeming.

You can export the invoice in PDF or CSV format by clicking the relevant button.
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This is an example of an Invoice PDF
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This is an example of an Invoice CSV
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The status of this PO will be updated to INVOICE COMPLETE or INVOICE SENT PARTIAL if not invoiced in full.

You can search for these statuses on the PO Summary screen.

You can access the invoice details at any time by clicking on the Invoice Number link.
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Create Credit Notes – based on an invoice
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Using the existing standard Noel Leeming Credit Note process, you will be able to create your credit notes 

in the portal.

To do this, select the invoice you wish to raise the credit note for from the PO Summary screen by clicking 

on the invoice number link.
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If you wish to flag that you need to raise a credit note on this invoice at a later date click the Credit Note 

Requested button.  This will update the status to CREDIT NOTE REQUESTED.

This is an optional step.
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This will allow you to search for POs that are set to CREDIT NOTE REQUESTED easily.
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Alternatively you can create the credit note straight away by clicking on the Create Credit Note button.

Each invoice can have multiple credit notes raised against it if required.
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This is the Create Credit Note screen.

The default Credit Note number is the invoice number prefixed with “CN_”.  This can be updated if 

required.

You can create a Quantity and/or price credit for any line.  It is also possible to add an additional line if 

required.
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When you click on the button at the left of the line you need to create a credit for, this pop-up window is 

displayed.

A quantity and price credit must be created separately for each line.

The total quantity credited for a line (sum of quantity and price credits) must not be greater than the quantity 

invoiced.  

The NLG provided RFC Number MUST be present on the credit note.

Clicking on the      image will display the Credit note computation rules.
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To create a Quantity Credit click on Qty Credit button.

This displays a line where you can edit the Description and the Quantity to be credited in full.

Enter the NLG RFC number in the description field.

The quantity to be credited cannot be greater than the quantity invoiced.  

The credited amount will be calculated based on the quantity entered.
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To enter the Price Credit details click on the Price Credit button.

This displays a line where you can edit the Description, Quantity Credited and the Updated Cost Price.

Enter the NLG RFC number in the description field.

The Quantity to be credited cannot be greater than the quantity invoiced.

The Updated Cost Price cannot be greater than the invoiced Cost price.

The Credited Amount will be calculated based on the quantity entered.
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Once the Quantity and Price Credit values have been entered click Confirm and Save.
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On the create credit note screen you will see the credit lines you created in the pop-up window.
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To add a non-quantity or price credit click Create Additional Line button.

This will display an additional line where you can enter the description and amount to be credited.

Enter the NLG RFC number in the description field.

The Credit Totals will be updated with the amount added.

Once all the credit note details have been entered, click Confirm and Send Credit Note.  This will send the 

Credit note to Noel Leeming via email.
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Once the credit note has been sent this message will be displayed.

This is the view credit note screen where you can check the details of the credit note sent to Noel Leeming.

You can export the credit note in PDF or CSV format by clicking the relevant button.
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This is an example of a Credit Note PDF
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This is an example of a Credit Note CSV
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The status of this PO will be updated to CREDIT NOTE RAISED.

You can search for these statuses on the PO Summary screen.

You can access the credit note details at any time by clicking on the Credit Note Number link.
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Create Free Form Credit Notes 

– not based on an invoice
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To create a credit note not based on an invoice access the Credit Note Summary in the Purchase Orders 

menu.
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From the Credit Note Summary you can view a list of all Credit Notes your company has raised.

You can search on the results.

You can export a PDF version of the Credit Note by checking the box next to the Credit Note you want to 

export, then click the “Export Credit Note PDF button”.

To create a free form Credit Note click on the Create Credit Note button.
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On the Create Free Form Credit Note the following fields are mandatory: Credit Note Number, Description, 

Quantity and Unit Price.  The Line Total and Credit Note Totals will be calculated based on the data entered.

You can add multiple lines by clicking the Create Additional Line button.

Enter the NLG RFC Number in the Description field.

Once all the details have been entered click the Confirm and Send Credit Note button.
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Once submitted the following message will be displayed.

You can view the Credit Note by clicking on the Credit Note Number link.

All Credit Notes are listed in the Credit Note Summary.  If the Invoice Number column is blank you know 

this is a Free form Credit Note.

Free Form Credit Notes can only be accessed from the Credit Note Summary.  Invoice based Credit Notes 

can be accessed from both the PO and Credit Note Summary.
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You can view the Free Form Credit Note created at any time.

You can export this Credit Note in PDF format by clicking on the PDF button.
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This is an example of a Free Form Credit Note PDF
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Following a discussion with the Noel Leeming Buyer, if it has been decided that a PO should be cancelled 

you can do this by clicking on the Cancel Orders option under the Purchase Orders Menu.

This will cancel the PO in the Portal.  Noel Leeming will cancel the PO in their own system.
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Only POs which are in OPEN or CHANGE REQUESTED status can be cancelled.

Enter the PO Number and the reason for the cancellation then click the Submit button.
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The following message will be displayed following the cancellation:

In the PO Summary the status will have been updated to CANCELLED.

In the PO Details the person who cancelled the order and the reason will be displayed.  

No actions can be performed on a cancelled PO.
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